
AXIA is a privately-owned, European-based investment banking group, with offices in London, New York,
Athens, Nicosia and Lisbon; regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (License No:
086/07). We provide financial advisory and capital market-related services to corporate and institutional
clients. We aim to provide our clients with expert advice, innovative solutions and outstanding execution, by
offering a highly effective and customized approach to each and every client. Our entrepreneurial ethos and
close industry ties set us apart from other advisors in the region.

AXIA is currently seeking to recruit a highly driven professional who possesses a proven international track
record of institutional business, with solid working knowledge of both equity buy side and equity sell side
business models. The successful candidate will be required to actively solicit institutional investor clients
and effectively manage and develop client relationships.

Essential Skills and Qualifications:

 At least 5 years’ of experience in Sales or Sales Trading roles, with focus on Southern Europe, covering 
all or some of the following regions: Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Cyprus

 Strong professional and personal relationships with buy-side international institutional investors, 
preferably at a senior level

 Outgoing and likable personality with strong communication skills and ability to collaborate alongside a 
team of professionals across the Group

 Track record on commissions and idea generation, along with client base expansion, will add greatly to 
impact of application

 Experience in public or private deals and knowledge of the European regulatory framework are 
desirable

 Skills in financial modeling and fundamental analysis are a plus
 University degree(s) in Business, Economics, Finance or other relevant subject; preferably 

holder of CFA qualification
 Excellent communications skills both written and oral of English. Greek, Portuguese, Italian 

and/or other European languages would be an advantage.
 Willingness to undertake frequent travel

An opportunity to join AXIA as 
Senior Equity Sales Executive

LOCATION: London, UK

All applications
must quote ref SES-ER

Applications may be submitted online 
at www.axiavg.com/careers

All applications will be treated 
in strict confidence
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www.axiavg.com AXIA is an equal opportunities employer

Cyprus – Nicosia 
(Head Office)
10 G. Kranidiotis Str.
Suite 102, 1065 Nicosia Cyprus
P.O. BOX 27497
1645 Nicosia
T +357 22 742000
F +357 22 742001

This advertisement is not a binding offer and the company reserves the right to proceed to employ any applicant it chooses or not to proceed at all.
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